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Cross-cultural 
Management

Unit 4. Culture and business in 
North America

4. Culture and business in North America

1.1. Culture and Business in the United States

1.2. Culture and Business in Mexico
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The United States is the world’s largest national economy. It is a fairly 
ethnocentric country and adaptation is very important.
Entrepreneurial behaviour and the high mobility of its citizens have 
created a highly dynamic economy.

The US is endeavouring to become more internationally integrated, 
especially with Latin America (NAFTA, FTA) and Asia (ALCA, APEC, etc.), 
with modest results. Only NAFTA is consolidated as yet (pre-Trump 
mandate).

There is a high level of internal diversity (melting pot) between cultures, 
races and ethnicities, etc. Above all, however, Americans have a strong 
feeling of patriotism.

Companies attempting to enter the US market need to proceed step by 
step.

Culture and Business in the United States

Business culture in the US

Some cultures believe US negotiators are arrogant, unsophisticated and 
even naive, but also effective.

Companies are fairly accessible. Before deals are made, it is common to 
ask interested participants to avoid wasting time during meetings.

Professionalism is highly valued. Salespeople enjoy great prestige and 
are valued for their recent performance.

The language is direct and clear: “Tell it like it is".

Americans feel comfortable in situations of confrontation.

They can quickly change tactics. We must therefore be prepared so we 
can respond quickly.

Negotiations focus on profitability. A proposal is good if it generates 
profits and better if it does so quickly.
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Business culture in the US

Haggling is not common. The starting position in negotiations should not 
be too far from the target position.

Negotiators are authorized to make decisions and don’t need to consult. 
Each management level makes its own decisions.

The agreements are reflected in highly detailed contracts. Going to court 
is less unusual than it is in other countries. Local legal advice should be 
taken.

Individualism hinders the use of socialization as a coordination 
mechanism. Formalization is therefore broadly used.

Employment rotation is high.

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES

Business culture in the US

Eye contact is perceived as a sign of interest, sincerity and trust. It 
should be direct but not continuous.

Topics to avoid include US foreign policy, racial minorities, abortion and 
gender discrimination.

Sensitive topics include Cuba (Helms Burton) and the Axis of Evil.

Do not criticize the American way of life, even if they do.

Smoking is frowned upon in many circumstances.

At informal meals expenses are usually shared.

Americans take few days of vacation per year and don’t usually cluster 
them. Any time of year is good to mix business and tourism.

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES

IMAGE 
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Culture contrast

Country Value USA Value

Japan: Group orientation Individualism

Guatemala: Flexible sense of time Punctuality

Saudi Arabia: Relationship focus Task/goal focus

Switzerland: Formality Informality

India: Stratified class structure Egalitarianism

China: Long-term view Short-term view

Germany: Structured orderliness Flexible pragmatism

France: Deductive thinking Inductive thinking

Sweden: Individual cooperation Individual competition

Malaysia: Modesty Self-promotion

Useful webs in the US
• www.ita.doc.gov (Foreign Trade)
• www.ftc.gov (Foreign Trade Commission)
• www.dataweb.usitc.gov (Tariffs and trade data)
• www.customs.ustreas.gov (Customs)
• www.uschamber.org (Chambers of Commerce)
• www.thomasregister.com (Manufacturers directory)
• www.usa-export.com (Companies directory)
• www.hoovers.com (Companies directory)
• www.manaonline.org (Salespeople Association)
• www.nytimes.com (New York Times)
• www.wsj.com (Wall Street Journal)
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Business culture in Mexico

Located geographically in North America, the culture of Mexico is Latin.

Mexico comprises four main areas each of which requires a different 
entry strategy: the State of Mexico (Mexico DF), Nuevo León 
(Monterey), the central strip (Puebla), and the south (Port of Veracruz).

Maquiladoras (assembly plants close to the US border) are a foundation 
of Mexico’s economy and the reason why 78% of its exports are 
directed at the USA.

Mexico’s economy was shaped by the Institutional Revolutionary Party 
(PRI) until 2000. From 2000 to 2012 the party in power was the 
National Action Party (PAN).

Violence is a major problem in the country.

The most successful Mexican multinational companies are:

PEMEX, CEMEX, FEMSA, Bimbo, Modelo, America Movil, and Televida.
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CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN MEXICO

Largest Mexican multinationals
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Business culture in Mexico

Time and effort must be taken to establish relationships of trust.

Decision-making is slow: “ahorita".

Business deals always begin with informal chats in which personal issues 
may be discussed.

A friendly and polite approach is important. Avoid saying "no". The 
language is indirect.

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN MEXICO

Business culture in Mexico

Using aggressive tactics to apply 
pressure is counterproductive.

Haggling is accepted. You should 
allow room for negotiation.

Although decisions are made at the 
highest level, middle management 
may be involved in the early stages.

The usual form of greeting is the  
handshake. With women you should 
wait for their initiative. When you 
are familiar to them (women), you 
may switch to hug or a kiss on the 
cheek.

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN MEXICO

IMAGE 
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Business culture in Mexico

Although women can achieve high positions in business, they face 
powerful obstacles to realizing their professional ambitions.

There is a high level of violence against women and girls in the country.

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN MEXICO

IMAGE 
HERE

Business culture in Mexico

Titles and degrees are used to contact the person.

There is much appreciation for Spain but issues about the colonial past 
should be avoided.

Although gifts are not a widespread custom, they are appreciated.

Special care should be taken with words which have different meanings 
between Spain and Latin America (e.g. “agarrar" the underground).

CULTURE AND BUSINESS IN MEXICO
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Compared cultural factors Mexico - US

Factor Mexico United States

Family Family is the main priority. 
Children are sheltered and 
executive mobility is limited.

Family are usually secondary to 
work. Children are independent and 
executive mobility is unrestricted.

Religion There is a long Roman Catholic 
tradition. The outlook is fatalistic.

There are numerous religions. The 
outlook is one of “We are masters 
of our own lives”.

Pedagogical 
approach

Memorization. Emphasis on 
theory. The curriculum is broad 
and rigid.

Analytical approach. Practical 
emphasis. Narrow, in-depth 
specialization.

Nationalism Strongly nationalistic. Mexicans 
are proud of their long history and 
traditions. They are reluctant to 
settle outside Mexico.

Highly patriotic. Americans are 
proud of the American way of life. 
They assume everyone shares their 
materialistic values.

Emotional 
sensitivity

They are sensitive to differences of 
opinion. They fear loss of face and 
shun confrontation.

They separate work from their 
emotions. Sensitivity is viewed as 
weakness. They put up a tough 
business front.

Factor Mexico United States

Etiquette Old World formality. Etiquette is 
considered a measure of breeding.

Formality is often sacrificed for 
efficiency. The approach is: “Lets get 
to the point”.

Grooming Dress and grooming are symbols of 
status and education.

Provided appearance is reasonable, 
performance is first.

Status Title and position are the most 
important.

Money is the main indicator of status 
and is viewed as the reward for 
achievement.

Aesthetics The aesthetic side of life is 
important even at work.

There is no time for “useless frills”.

Principles Truth is tempered by the need for 
diplomacy. Truth is a relative 
concept. Avoiding hurt feelings and 
maintaining the relationship are 
central to all actions.

Direct yes/no answers are given and 
expected. Truth is seen as an 
absolute value.

Compared cultural factors Mexico - US
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Factor Mexico United States

Work/leisure Mexicans work to live. Leisure is 
considered essential for a full life. 
Money is for enjoying life with.

Americans live to work. Leisure is 
seen as the reward for hard work. 
Money is often an end in itself.

Supervision/ 
delegation

Traditional managers are 
autocratic and have a great 
respect for authority. Younger 
managers, backed up by the 
necessary authority, are beginning 
to delegate responsibility. 
Subordinates are usually assigned 
tasks.

Managers delegate responsibility 
and authority. Executives seek 
responsibility and accept 
accountability.

Theory/ 
practice

Minds are basically theoretical. 
Practical implementation is often 
difficult.

Minds are basically pragmatic. The 
approach is action-oriented and 
problem-solving.

Quality control 
and follow 
through

Achieved in production and 
manufacturing industries but still 
not fully accepted. They fear losing 
face if they admit an error.

This is universally accepted and 
practised.

Compared management styles Mexico - US

Factor México United States

Staffing Family and friends are favoured on 
account of trustworthiness. 
Promotions are based on loyalty to 
superiors.

Relatives are usually barred. 
Favouritism is not acceptable. 
Promotion is based on performance 
(WalMart).

Loyalty They are loyal mainly to their 
superior (rather than to the 
organization). Beginnings of self-
loyalty.

The main focus is self-loyalty: 
performance is motivated by 
ambition.

Competition They avoid personal competition and 
favour harmony at work

They enjoy proving themselves in 
competitive situations.

Training and 
development

Training is highly theoretical. 
Executive development is a recent 
concept but is growing as companies 
expand. They are not accustomed to 
mentoring or developing 
subordinates.

Training is concrete and specific. 
Structured programmes are general. 
Executive development is common 
and highly valued.

Compared management styles Mexico - US
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Factor Mexico United States

Time Time is a relative concept. 
Corporate deadlines are mostly 
firm. Personal time management is 
very flexible

Time-keeping is a categorical 
imperative. Deadlines and 
commitments are firm.

Planning Mostly short-term due to uncertain 
environment.

Mostly long-term thanks to suitable 
environment.

Feedback Only positive feedback is given. 
Feedback given to superiors is non-
contradicting.

Subordinates are expected to give 
bad news as well as good. People 
want to be informed of problems. 
Reasoned disagreement is 
accepted.

Evaluation-
performance 
standards

Personal relationships are critical to 
business success. Friends and 
family have typically had varying 
levels of performance standards.

Performance standards, job 
evaluations and promotions are 
uniform and based on clearly 
defined guidelines.

Compared management styles Mexico - US

Useful websites in Mexico
• www.investinmexico.com.mx (Invest in Mexico)
• www.siem.gob.mx (Business data)
• www.bancomext.gob.mx (Bancomext, promotion of foreign 
investment)
• www.aduanas.sat.gob.mx (Customs)
• www.ser.gob.mx (Foreign relations)
• www.ccmexico.com.mx (Mexico City Chamber of  Commerce)
• www.mexconnect.com (Doing business in Mexico)
• www.anierm.org.mx (Importers and exporters association)
• www.mexico-businessonline.com (Exporters directory)
• www.mexico.web.com.mx (Company search)
• www.el-universal.com.mx (El Universal)
• www.elexpectador.com (El Expectador)
• www.economista.com.mx (El Economista)
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